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Earlier this year I promised readers that Prospects would be internationalised upon
my return from my annual visit to Europe when I judged that global markets would
be bottoming starting with New York which ShareFinder had since the middle of last
year been projecting a bottoming in mid-August this year.
All of this has been made possible by the new ShareFinder 6 module which has finally come on stream
and is being used by a daily-growing list of investors who have requested the upgrade. SF6, I should add,
differs from all the previous ShareFinder modules inasmuch as it is a subscription item. One no longer
downloads data daily from a data provider. Individual portfolios are maintained in our own servers and
subscribers merely check in on the internet to see the latest state of play in five of the world’s largest
share markets
So let us start with a graph of New York’s Standard and Poors 500 Index which appears to have
bottomed precisely on the day ShareFinder projected it would, on August 14 noting from the graph that
the outlook ahead looks positive for the year ahead:

Accordingly I propose starting, as I have with previous model portfolios, with a virtual New York portfolio.
We will accordingly assume that we have $1-million to invest and will be selecting ten different shares
drawn from ShareFinder 6s “Quality List”. Five of the shares will be chosen from the Blue Chip category
which consists of shares of companies that for no less than ten years have delivered consistently rising
dividends and earnings.
Another five will be selected from the Rising Stars category which features shares of similar credentials
save that they have delivered steadily rising profits for not less than five years. This second category, we
have long observed, tends to be rather more risky to invest in but that risk is compensated for by the fact
that most corporates in this sector tend to offer far greater dividend and share price gains than the former
Blue Chip category.
I should add that the choice of a ten-share portfolio combines the best ratio of diversity commensurate
with capital and dividend growth for the average investor. Readers who cannot afford to take too much
risk should accordingly consider adding a few more shares. As a rough rule of thumb I always suggest
that retired folk should consider setting aside enough income annually in order to be able to add at least
one more share to their portfolios for each year older than their retirement age. Thus at 60 one might hold
a 10-share portfolio, at 70 a 20-share portfolio and so on in order to steadily reduce risk.

I will facilitate this process for readers by, in time, creating several international portfolios such that
Prospects will ultimately maintain one New York-based portfolio, one based in London, one in Australia
while in South Africa we will continue to maintain our 2011 Prospects Portfolio which has so convincingly
illustrated the superiority of the ShareFinder process by beating all other commercially-managed
portfolios with its outstanding 23 percent compound annual growth rate since its inception in January
2011. The annual performance of the portfolio is illustrated below:

Provided readers are employing the services of an international brokerage which allows them to trade
freely on all of the world’s international share markets, it should thus be possible for readers to maintain a
truly international personal portfolio using these models with which to operate from. In the tabulation
below I have thus reproduced ShareFinder’s latest analysis of New York Stock Exchange listed Blue
Chip and Rising Star shares in descending order of attractiveness at this time.

Here it is important to note the individual share statistics in comparison with the Market Average and Blue
Chip averages appearing at the top, noting that greater dividend growth might be more important to some
while greater capital growth rates are more sought by other readers. Using these tables it is quite
easy to choose a portfolio provided you have the advantage of the ShareFinder system’s ability
to predict market future with a better than 94 percent accuracy rate so what follows is a simple
process of click and look at projections to select the optimum probable buy dates.
But here a useful tip, since in the long term share price growth always tends to play catch up
until it tends to match the dividend growth rate, where mismatches occur as is the case in my
Blue Chip selection example where the share price growth rate of all the companies is significantly lower than the dividend growth rate over the past five years, the implication is that in
every case you are likely to be able to buy these shares at a discount to their future worth. So
let us look at some of the graph projections for these 20 shares in order to choose five from
each list:
The following shares offer the necessary ongoing growth potential: Mastercard which is projected to bottom at $268 in mid October as depicted below:

Global Brass should be a buy at $37 in early December: Korn Ferry at $35 in April and Colombia Property which is a buy now at $22 while, among the Rising Stars, the best selection is
Physicians Reality currently a buy at $17.36, DR Horton currently a buy at $49 as depicted in
the graph below:

Apollo Global a current buy at $40.56 as depicted below:

And finally Citi Group a current buy at $70 and Brixmor a current buy at $19.64.

Our 2011 South African Portfolio

Noting that in the past month the portfolio has gained R167 778 thanks in no small measure to
the distribution to it of Prosus shares which are likely to give it a considerable further lift in the
month ahead, the portfolio is made up as follows:

Noting that we have a growing sum of cash, I have opted to buy more PSG shares if I can get
them at R200 during the next month if they reach ShareFinder’s projection. Note my graph:

Last month I expressed concern that Mr Price had broken down through a support line which
boded ill for the future of the share. I opted, however, to take the long view and hold on and
ShareFinder’s long-term analysis suggests that it was the correct view inasmuch as we are
likely to see further pain until next April, the bottom of the decline is now in sight. ShareFinder
projects that the likely further decline might be to R117 before recovery begins which could
equate to about 30 percent.
However, in our example the capital gains tax cost of getting out of the shares on a past gain
of 203 percent implies that there would be little advantage in selling now unless one expected
the decline to be continuous...and there is no reason to hold that view. If ShareFinder is correct, Mr Price will be worth more a year from now than they are currently and so I have no hesitation in continuing to hold. Note ShareFinder’s projection below:

PSG was another share where a triple bottom penetration situation was present warning that
worse was to come and indeed it did though the recovery came a bit sooner than ShareFinder
predicted. It is, however, likely to be a short-lived event with further weakness from November
until the end of February. But again there is a sound fundamental reason to continue holding
for the weakness we are seeing is systemic rather than anything particularly to do with the
company itself. Note the graph projection below:

The final negative sign in the portfolio was in respect of Transcap which had similarly penetrated a double bottom with a projection outlook negative until at least November. Here, ShareFinder was wrong. The price turned positive at the end of August and ShareFinder now sees it
continuing to rise until November before another cycle of weakness appears likely. However
the long-term cycle remains positive:

Meanwhile the financial press has become somewhat preoccupied with the sustainability of
Discovery where analysts have expressed question about the company’s “aggressive” accounting methods in the light of a long decline in the share price. Here, the market says it all
with a strong share price recovery under way and ShareFinder projects that the gains will continue:

In the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should form the bulk
of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in your portfolios
that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists.
The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment grade quality, their
very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers significantly higher
dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
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